
Participants Returnees

Escorts (& 

observers, 

escort 

leaders, 

med staff)

Place of 

embarkation
Arrival time / Remarks

Hotel 

requested in 

 after 

Flight

Spain

France

United Kingdom

Greece

Romania
                               

Belgium

Frontex

Switzerland 7 14

Italy

Germany

Slovenia

Sum 105

Total sum

Total no. of 

available seats 

onboard*

Seats left / 

missing

Info from CH:

 is responsible for the ground organisation in contact:  

]. The MS arriving by commercial flight will be pcked up at the gate and brought by bus to the 

special area. The incoming charter flights will be placed next to the Spanish flight.

Info from ES:

People arriving on commercial will be picked up by us and directed to the special embarkation area. When 

necessary we will provide them with catering (I mean necessary because of the time of arrival). People arriving on 

charters will be located (if possible) by the "big plane" or very close to it. So we will try to make the embarkation as 

smooth as possible. In practice this only applies to UK because France will arrive at . Reposibe person: 

; or 

Annex I to the Operational Plan - JRO to PAK, 22-23/10/2008

Numbers of Returnees / Escorts / Observers & 

Boarding Airports & Arrival Times (state 21.10.2008)
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